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momeNts

I got the blues thinking of the future,
so I left off and made some
.
It’s amazing how it cheers one up to shred
oranges and scrub the floor.

marmalade

—D.H. Lawrence
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The kitchen in this
Venice, California
bungalow grows
with the family.
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iNsPirAtioNs
Do you or someone you know follow a
gluten-free diet? Bake a good-for-you sweet
treat with these foolproof cupcake mixes
that are also 100% gluten free.With
premium ingredients like Guittard cocoa
powder, Madagascar Bourbon vanilla,
and Chef Thomas Keller’s Cup4Cup
gluten-free flour, you’ll get a classic
texture without any ingredient
substitutions—just add eggs,
oil, milk, and water.

Easy asP i e
WILLIAMS-SONOMA
GLUTEN-FREE CUPCAKE MIXES

www.williams-sonoma.com

Gadgets Designed to Streamline
Your Time in the Kitchen

Make mincing a breeze with the Zyliss herb
mincer. A choice of cushioned palm or handle
grip and five high-grade stainless cutting
wheels let you mince fresh herbs neatly without
bruising. And it’s adjustable to allow for a
vertical or horizontal cutting motion.
www.crateandbarrel.com
ZYLISS HERB MINCER

Whether you’re entertaining guests or treating
your family, work on perfecting your presentation
with this carrot curler and slicer. A great way to add
style to your dishes, this simple-to-use tool lets you
create lovely edible flowers and garnishes.Test your
skills with carrots, zucchini, parsnips, and more.
SUR LA TABLE CARROT
CURLER AND SLICER

www.surlatable.com

At the Le Creuset foundry in northern France, molten iron is sand cast from a single mold
that’s destroyed after use. Give your food the same level of attention with this skinny grill.
Enjoy the delicious taste of grilled meat and veggies, rain or shine, without the hassle of
firing up the outdoor grill. Even better, this can be used with any heat source—including
gas, electric, induction, ceramic—in the oven or on the stovetop.
www.surlatable.com

LE CREUSET SKINNY GRILL
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Lékué makes healthy cooking delicious
with easy solutions for busy cooks.
The revolutionary, BPA-free,
16 oz. microwave pot cooks
pasta, rice, stews, and
soups to perfection
in the microwave.
LÉKUÉ OGYA
MICROWAVE POT

www.surlatable.com

If you love salads and stir-fries, we have the perfect prep tool
for you.This color-coded knife series is made exclusively for
Williams-Sonoma by Kai, one of Japan's largest and most
historic cutlery companies.The Japanese-style vegetable
knife features a high-carbon stainless-steel blade for
super-sharp performance and lightweight handling.
www.williams-sonoma.com
KAI NAKIRI KNIVES

Roll out pizza dough like a pro with
Pizzacraft’s silicone mat. Marked with
outlines for five sizes of pizza from
eight to sixteen inches, the slip-proof
mat also works well for rolling out
piecrusts, cookie dough, and other
pastries. Handy measurements along
the edges guide you in shaping square
pizzas, flatbreads, and free-form tarts.

This vibrant book comes from food writer, editor, and stylist Jane
Hornby.The collection of seventy-five light, fresh, and seasonal
recipes includes a simple Italian soup, a Vietnamese summer salad,
and a spectacular plum-almond tart with ginger cream.Written in
a friendly, accessible style and illustrated with step-by-step
photography, recipes are achievable for any level of cook.

PIZZACRAFT DOUGH
ROLLING MAT

www.williams-sonoma.com

Get access to those hard-to-reach shelves in your
kitchen with this simple black step stool from IKEA.
The solid wood construction features a handhole in
the top step that makes it easy to move.
www.ikea.com

BEKVÄM STEP STOOL

WHAT TO COOK & HOW
TO COOK IT: FRESH & EASY

www.crateandbarrel.com

iN tHe KitcHeN
Cake Salé (Ham & Gruyere
Cheese Quick Bread)

FRENCH
FA R M H O U S E
FA R E
The Casual French Table

Written and P hotographed by Brenda Crow
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French country cooking is defined by simplicity. And like most things French, it’s also
elegant—an agrarian elegance. Every region of France is revered for its distinct ingredients
and the farmer’s table is a celebration of that bounty.
For autumn, I’ve gathered recipes that are quintessentially French and very much in season.
They are dishes that can be prepared with ease using fall ingredients that aren’t hard to find.
A few of them call upon a classic farmhouse spirit made from the apple harvest, called
Calvados. Apple brandy brings a rustic grandeur to both sweet and savory dishes alike. It’s a
staple of the French farmhouse table. Once you get a taste for cooking with it, I bet it will
become an essential part of your pantry.
Home by desiGN | OCTOBER | NOVEMBER 2013
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iN tHe KitcHeN

Green Salad with
Walnut Vinaigrette
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CAKE SALÉ (HAM & GRUYERE
CHEESE QUICK BREAD)
Cake Salé or Savory Cake is the French
equivalent to quick bread. It’s a
quintessential French appetizer and most
often served with Champagne or sparkling
wine. You could concoct any number of
variations of ingredients, though ham and
Gruyere cheese is a classic.This is a perfect
appetizer to make a day in advance, then
slice and serve once the crowds gather. Simply
cut the bread into bite-sized squares or
triangles. You can even top them with
fromage blanc and an asparagus spear,
roasted mushroom, or cherry tomato.

toothpick inserted in the center of the
loaf should come out clean.

GREEN SALAD WITH
WALNUT VINAIGRETTE
I love this salad for its sheer simplicity in
preparation.The end result is anything but
plain however, thanks to a single ingredient:
walnut oil.The delicate oil of the walnut
lends a rich, graceful flavor to tender garden
greens.This salad is a great accompaniment
to full-bodied foods, like Roast Chicken and
Turnips with Calvados and Cream. It’s also
fantastic served alongside a piece of country
bread with creamy cow’s milk cheese.

Yields about 20 slices

Serves 4 to 6

unsalted butter, melted, for
greasing loaf pan
1½ cups all-purpose flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
¾ teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon ground black pepper
½ cup 2% milk
⅓ cup olive oil
3 large eggs
6 ounces boneless smoked ham
(about 1½ cups), medium diced
5 ounces Gruyere cheese
(about 2 cups), grated
1 teaspoon fresh thyme leaves,
roughly chopped

1 head green leaf, butter or similar,
tender salad greens
a dozen whole walnuts
1 small shallot, minced
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard
2 teaspoons Champagne vinegar
2 tablespoons walnut oil
salt and pepper
fresh chives

Heat oven to 350°F. brush a loaf
pan with melted butter. dust with
flour to lightly coat, tapping out any
excess. set aside.
in a large bowl, add flour, baking
powder, salt, and black pepper.

in a medium bowl, add milk, olive oil,
and eggs, whisking to combine.
incorporate wet ingredients into dry
ingredients until just combined, and
then fold in ham, cheese, and thyme,
careful not to over-mix.

scrape batter into greased loaf pan,
smooth out top then bake in the center
of the oven, 50 minutes. the top
should be golden brown and a

Wash, dry, and tear lettuce leaves—add
to a large bowl along with walnuts.
in a small bowl, add shallots,
mustard, and vinegar and whisk
to combine. slowly add walnut oil,
whisking to emulsify.

sprinkle greens with salt and pepper,
then drizzle vinaigrette atop. toss gently
to combine. With kitchen sheers, snip
chives over salad. serve.

ROAST CHICKEN AND TURNIPS
WITH CALVADOS AND CREAM
This one-pot meal is effortless, yet tastes
especially extravagant. While it’s more
common to roast a whole chicken, I
tend to gravitate toward the cut-up bird
because it’s easier to serve.The roasted
garlic and shallots soften and become
part of the sauce, and oh, that sauce! Spiked
with Calvados and cream, it is luscious,
yet surprisingly light.

Serves 4
1 cut-up chicken, neck and
breastbones reserved for stock
1 medium turnip (10–15 oz.), cut
into 1-inch wedges
3 medium cloves garlic, peeled
2 medium shallots, peeled and
cut into 3 pieces
6 sprigs fresh thyme
salt and pepper
3 tablespoons melted butter
½ cup Calvados (apple brandy)
⅓ cup heavy cream

Heat oven to 400°F.

Put chicken, turnips, garlic, shallots,
and thyme in a 13- by 9-inch (or larger)
roasting pan. season liberally with salt
and pepper. Pour melted butter atop
and gently toss to coat. Arrange the
turnips, garlic, and shallots at the
bottom of the pan, resting the chicken
pieces on top, skin side up. roast until
chicken is browned and cooked
through, about 50 minutes.

remove from oven, transfer chicken
and turnips to a serving platter. Place
roasting pan over burner at medium
heat and bring to a boil, mashing the
softened garlic and shallots with the
back of a wooden spoon and scraping
up any browned bits stuck to the pan.
Add calvados and carefully ignite with a
lighter. Allow flame to subside (or top
with a lid, if it persists). Add cream and
stir. reduce sauce until it thickens,
about 5 to 7 minutes. season to taste
with salt and pepper. Pour sauce over
chicken and turnips and serve.
APPLE CLAFOUTI
Clafoutis are classic farmhouse fare, baked
with whatever fruit is in season. During the
spring it’s cherries, and in the fall, apples or
pears. Somewhere in between a pie, a custard,
and a German pancake, Clafoutis are easy to
make and incredibly satisfying to eat. Crisp
tart apples are gently sautéed in butter then
doused with Calvados, sugar, and cinnamon.
The exquisite juices that accumulate are then
Home by desiGN | OCTOBER | NOVEMBER 2013
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Apple Clafouti
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iN tHe KitcHeN
Sparkling Apple
Brandy Cocktail

SPARKLING APPLE
BRANDY COCKTAIL
A fall rendition of the French
75, sparkling Calvados cocktails
offer light, refreshing sips.
Because sparkling wine is
considered an aperitif, and
brandy a digestif, I’d say you’re
safe serving them to begin or to
end the meal. They make a
delightful accompaniment to
Cake Salé as well as a fitting
finish alongside Apple Clafouti.
You could also substitute a
similar stone fruit brandy, such
as pear, cherry, or apricot.
Yields 1 cocktail
½ ounce Calvados (may
substitute pear brandy)
½ ounce simple syrup
4–5 ounces sparkling wine
lemon twist
Pour Calvados and simple
syrup into a chilled flute or
cup. Top with sparkling wine.
Garnish with a lemon twist.
Home by desiGN | OCTOBER | NOVEMBER 2013
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iN tHe KitcHeN

Roast Chicken and Turnips
with Calvados and Cream
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incorporated into the batter that’s baked
over the apples. It is a divine dessert you
won’t soon forget.
Serves 6 to 8
5 tablespoons butter + more
for greasing pie plate
3 crisp/tart apples (about 1½ pounds),
peeled, cored, and sliced
¼-inch thick
¼ cup Calvados (apple brandy)
⅓ cup sugar
¼ teaspoon ground cinnamon
Batter
liquid from sautéed apples
(about ½ cup)
½ cup 2% milk
¼ cup heavy cream
3 eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
½ teaspoon salt
½ cup all-purpose flour
powdered sugar to garnish

in a large pan over medium heat, add
butter to melt. Add apples and sauté,
carefully turning them to cook evenly,
careful not to break them into pieces,
about 5 minutes. Add calvados, sugar,
and cinnamon, gently turn to combine.
remove from heat and allow to rest 30
minutes. strain apples from juice,
reserving both. the juice should
amount to about ½ cup.
Heat oven to 400°F. Grease a 10-inch
pie plate with butter, then set in oven.

combine reserved apple juices, along
with milk, cream, eggs, vanilla extract,
salt, and flour into the cup of a blender
and blend until smooth.
remove hot pie plate from oven
and pour in ½ of batter. evenly
arrange apple slices over batter,
then pour the remaining batter atop.
bake until clafouti is golden and
set in the center, about 40 minutes.
it will be a bit lighter toward
the center and that’s okay—a
toothpick should come out clean.
sprinkle the top with powdered sugar
and serve warm.
Home by desiGN | OCTOBER | NOVEMBER 2013
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embracing
the Sweet Life

a

Get Baking This Season with Great Tips and Tools

Written by Ashley Gartland

As you’ve begun the steady march toward the holidays, you’ve no doubt started filling your pantry
with an ample supply of flour, sugar, spices, and decorative packaging. But if you want to be a better
baker and really wow friends and family with dazzling treats this year, you’ll need more than
a well-stocked pantry at your disposal.
To truly set yourself up for baking success, you must learn the tricks of the trade well before you
turn your mixer on. Here’s how to go from baking novice to baking pro just in time for the sweetest
season of the year.

14 Home by desiGN | OCTOBER | NOVEMBER 2013
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TAKE A CLASS. local cooking schools recognize that home cooks are
eager to sharpen their baking skills and discover expert tips during the
holidays. sign up for a class or two, particularly those that will teach you
new tricks or help you master more troublesome techniques. don’t have
a cooking school in your city? explore your virtual education options
including online cooking videos and popular culinary institute of
America’s Prochef Podcasts.
CREATE A RESOURCE LIBRARY. stocking your cookbook shelves
with a few comprehensive tomes means you’ll have access to advice and
foolproof recipes in a pinch; cindy mushet’s The Art and Soul of Baking and
dorie Greenspan’s Baking: From My Home toYours, are good foundations for
a new collection. you can then add more narrowly focused titles such as
Vintage Cakes or Hand-Crafted Candy Bars for detailed instructions on
particular topics, or collect cookbooks like Good to the Grain or Gluten-Free
Baking for the Holidays for instructions on cooking with new-to-you
ingredients such as whole grain or gluten-free flours.
TEST YOUR OVEN FOR ACCURACY. you might assume that your
oven is accurate but many home ovens are off by at least twenty-five to
fifty degrees. Not knowing if your oven is accurate can drastically affect
baking times and the results of a recipe. Fortunately, you can easily test
your oven’s accuracy by using an alcohol-based oven thermometer.
then, if your oven is off by a few degrees, make a note of it and adjust
baking temperatures accordingly.

Photography provided by ©iStockphoto.com/JacobVanHouten.

START WITH GOOD INGREDIENTS. A baker is only as good as his
or her ingredients, so if you start with old leavening agents, rancid nuts,
or expired spices, the flavor and quality of your baked goods will suffer.
instead, use the freshest and highest quality ingredients you can find and
afford, and your efforts will show in the results.
MEASURE PROPERLY. Unlike savory cooking where you can often
throw in a little bit of this and a little bit of that without drastically
impacting your results, baking requires exact measurements. Use dry
measuring cups for dry ingredients and wet measuring cups for wet ingredients, and, if possible, purchase an inexpensive digital scale to assist
you. For accuracy’s sake, most pros prefer to weigh ingredients on such a
scale instead of measuring them by volume. once you have a scale and try
using it, you’ll find that this measuring method is easy to adopt at home.
GIVE YOURSELF SPACE AND TIME. by organizing your tools and
ingredients for a baking project and keeping them within reach, you’ll
become a more efficient baker and enjoy the process all the more. Also,
remember that you should always give yourself ample time to complete
your baking projects. After all, a rushed pumpkin pie will never turn out
as well as the version you made when you had time on your side.

Great
Baking Tools
In addition to a kitchen scale and
infinitely useful bowls and spatulas, these five tools will help you
hone your baking prowess.

1
2
3
4
5

Aluminum Baking Sheets.
Aluminum baking sheets conduct
heat quickly and hold it steadily
for even baking. Buy commercial
half-sheet pans and use them
when making cookies, sponge
cakes, and more, and to protect
your oven from the dripping
juices of cobblers and pies.
Rolling Pin.
If you’re making sugar cookies
and pies this season, you must
own a good rolling pin. Try out
the different rolling pin styles
available in a store, then select
the size and shape that’s right for
you and your baking needs.
Microplane Grater.
Microplane graters were
originally used by woodworkers
as smoothing tools. Then, cooks
got their hands on them and
discovered that they could use
the grater’s razor-sharp teeth to
finely grate everything from fresh
citrus to whole nutmeg.
Candy Thermometer.
If you’re going to make
candies and confections this
year, a candy thermometer is an
important precision tool that can
reveal information undetected
by the naked eye.
Parchment Paper.
Whether you buy parchment
paper in a large roll or precut
into individual sheets, use it to
prevent food from sticking
to your pans and to make
cleanup a breeze.
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Potted
&

Perfect
Find Success with Houseplants
for Every Season

Written by Maresa Giovannini

w

Photography by Kindra Clineff.

w

Whether you enjoy nurturing and training plotted vegetation
or think of greenery as a finishing touch to interior decor, you’re not
alone: you can expect to find ferns and Philodendrons in households
across North America.
yes, most homeowners like plants. but horticulturist and author tovah martin
loves plants—a lot. And she brings her passion and experience to her book The Unexpected Houseplant: 220 Extraordinary Choices for Every Spot inYour Home (2012, timber
Press). “the unique factor of this book is that i focus only on the plants that i grow
or have grown,” says martin of the 220 selections that made the cut. “the book isn’t
about all the houseplants in the world—there are too many.this is a chronicle of the
highlights of my indoor garden.”
over the course of a lifetime, martin has done the legwork to find out what it
takes for potted, in-ground, and air plants to flourish. And from her connecticut
home, she experiences extreme weather that makes indoor gardening even more
essential. (connecticut falls in Zone 5 on the United states department of Agriculture’s Plant Hardiness Zone map.) “Wherever it is possible to host plants, my house
is wall-to-wall greenery. i didn’t bother doing much with decorator color on the
walls; i didn’t sweat the window treatments or the framed family portraits—the
plants are my decor,” she writes. “At any given moment, i host hundreds of
houseplants, give or take a couple of dozen. in autumn, the inventory might swell
when i crowd more plants inside than the light venues can comfortably host. in
winter, the amaryllis and other holiday cheerfuls hold forth. in spring, the accumulation swells with seedlings that are destined for outdoors. For a few brief
months in the depth of summer, the head count decreases while the majority of my
indoor plants sojourn outside.”
The Unexpected Houseplant is a first-person account of martin’s flowering and allgreen friends, accompanied by her suggestions for building successful relationships
with houseplants for every season. in it, you’ll learn how to make the best selection
for your lifestyle and how and where to plant it. “the container is key,” writes martin. “it’s like a picture frame.” the author’s containers, including galvanized metal
and terra-cotta pots, terrariums, and decorative bowls, are captured in full-page images throughout the book. there are photographs of nearly every plant and informative sidebars with quick breakdowns of specific features.
the guide is a feast for the eyes, but it is also chock-full of valuable information
about watering, feeding, pruning, and how to handle insects, with directions that
are appropriate for all experience levels. one of the most important considerations
for houseplant placement is exposure to light. martin details the appropriate amount
per plant and includes other good-to-know pointers, such as, “Keep a gap between
plants and heating vents when you’re placing your green refugees. . . . And don’t
put plants on radiators when the heating season begins, or their soil will dry out
irreparably and the roots will become parched.”
because autumn is the beginning of the indoor gardening season, the author starts
with her recommendations for fall; the book is subsequently divided by season. but
there’s no need to follow any sort of order. if you don’t get around to potting new
plants until after the holidays, there will always be a seasonal option available at your
local gardening center. martin’s sure of it.

GArdeNiNG

Seasonal
Suggestions
The following is a handful
of selections (along with notes
about foliage or remarkable
attributes) that Martin highlights
in The Unexpected Houseplant.
Autumn
Calla Lilies: Arrow-shaped and
dark green; some cultivars have
speckles. Glorious cut flower.
Coleus: Handsome with wonderful
colorings and markings.
Conifers: Lots of texture; can
be golden or blue-green. Great
vertical elements in a home.
Winter
Asparagus: Needle-like on
barbed stems. Can be used in
flower arranging.
Clivias: Long, strap-like leaves
jutting from fan. Foliage is
handsome when it’s not
in blossom.
Kalanchoe (Flaming Katy):
Succulent oval leaves, sometimes
variegated. Pretty much unkillable.
Spring
Kangaroo Paws: Iris-like fans of
furry green leaves. New cultivars
are scaled down in size, making
this a great windowsill plant.
Begonias: Wide diversity in leaf
shapes and markings. There’s a
size for every situation.
Primrose: Rosettes of leaves,
silverfish gray for the auricular
hybrids, green and deeply veined
for the drumsticks.
Summer
PassionFlower: Usually lobed
or glove-shaped, but other
leaf shapes occur.
Air Plants, Pineapple: Extremely
colorful and riveting in form.
Gardenia: Optimally deep green.
Fragrance that’s out of this world.
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Kitchens

Historically, in-home kitchens have undergone great transformations. What once
held the only heat source (the oven) in a single-family home, was, in another
time, hidden from view at staffed estates. today, new construction traditionally
features open-concept layouts that are ideal for encouraging togetherness. the
five kitchens in this issue have varied designs, but their layouts all feel familiar.
Here, we showcase kitchens that are once again the heart of the home.

retro

revamp
The Kitchen in This California
Bungalow Grows with the Family
WRITTEN BY CATRIONA TUDOR ERLER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY UNDINE PRÖHL

Six hundred square feet was adequate space for then-newlyweds
Frank clementi and Julie smith-clementi when they bought their
venice, california home nineteen years ago. the small Arts-andcrafts-style bungalow was compact, yet comfortable.
two years later, when they were expecting their first child, the
clementis expanded upward to make room for the new addition to the
family, and they enlarged the original petite “pantry kitchen,” turning
it into a galley kitchen with a long work surface on one side and the
ingredients behind on the other. “it was an efficient kitchen,” says Frank,
a first-generation italian-American and an avid cook. “the trouble was,
only one person could comfortably work there at a time.”
Nevertheless, they kept that kitchen and made do with the still-tiny
house, even when their second daughter was born a few years later.
then, in 2012, Julie’s mother moved in with them and bought the lot
next door so the family could grow comfortably together. Another
expansion of the clementi home began.
relocating and enlarging the kitchen was high on the list of changes
to make. “it was in the middle of the house and blocked access to the
garden,” explains Frank. “All the house spaces were broken up into
pockets.We opened things up, moved the kitchen from the center to an
edge, and doubled the kitchen’s square footage.”
the new, more spacious kitchen has become a favorite gathering
place for the family. “We eat every meal at the breakfast table and love
20 Home by desiGN | OCTOBER | NOVEMBER 2013

The charcoal colored concrete tiles
paving the kitchen and patio floors create a
seamless transition to the outdoors. The
Eames chairs and banquette seating add a
vibrant splash of color.

it,” says Frank. “We tried to continue using the dining room,
but everyone wants to be in the kitchen.”
it’s not surprising that the kitchen has such a draw; the space
is light and airy with large plate-glass windows looking into the
garden and patio spaces. “the garden is a huge component,”
remarks Frank, “including a vegetable garden we can access
easily from the kitchen.”
the wonderful sense of melding the indoors and outdoors
with the use of the oversize windows and the “invisible”
glass corner is enhanced by using the same flooring material
22 Home by desiGN | OCTOBER | NOVEMBER 2013

throughout the ground floor of the house and continuing it
outside; the transition between spaces is almost seamless. the
eight-inch square concrete floor tiles have a fine charcoal
colored sand aggregate in the top layer and a polished sheen
to the finish. it is attractive, impervious to damage, and
low maintenance—perfect for a busy family.
A red upholstered banquette that backs up on the large window wall provides seating on one side of the kitchen table without taking up a lot of floor space. two collectible eames chairs
provide additional seating on the opposite side of the table. the

The Clementis unify the spaces in their home through the repetition
of materials. Above, the storage unit is made from the
same plywood as the kitchen island. It was Frank Lloyd Wright
and his colleagues who first used industrial materials such
as plywood in domestic settings.

clementis love that these collectible chairs were originally designed in venice in the 1950s, just half a mile from their home.
the other vintage item in this streamlined, utilitarian kitchen
is the o’Keefe and merritt stove that dates back to the 1940s.
“i love this stove more than my car,” says Frank, enthusiastically.
“i can fix it with parts from the hardware store and it is unbelievably functional. it is perfectly calibrated for temperature and
will easily last one hundred years.” there is also a sentimental
connection; the stove was a gift from a colleague who passed it
on to the clementis from her mother.

the plywood island is another space-saving, creative addition. it takes up a small footprint, but the clementis can expand the work surface simply by raising the table flap. “it looks
like a grazing buffalo with its head down,” remarks Frank. “the
plywood pattern looks like its shabby fur.” rather than making
the table a built-in island, it is freestanding so the clementis
can move it around, adding to its flexible functionality. “the
buffalo roams to where it’s needed,” quips Frank.
the use of plywood for both the “buffalo” island and the storage unit that faces the eat-in area has venerable roots in architectural design, dating back to the turn of the twentieth century
when Frank lloyd Wright and his colleagues first looked to
cutting edge, modern materials such as plywood, Formica, and
stainless steel to create modern living spaces on a budget.
beginning in 1936,Wright designed approximately sixty small,
cost-conscious houses he called “Usonian” homes. in them, he
used these industrial materials with flair and pride. in the
los Angeles area it was rudolph schlinder, a disciple of Wright,
who became known for his ability to create inventive, modern
designs with a tight budget.
the tongue-in-cheek updating of schlinder’s cost-conscious,
modernistic designs suited the clementis. “We were working on
an architect’s budget which is an order of magnitude less than most
clients’ budgets,” says Frank. so the countertops are synthetic
stone, the cabinets are pure white and unadorned, and the hood
fan is clad in plywood.the clementis have created a bright, open,
attractive, and highly functional space where everyone loves to
spend time—and that is the true mark of success.
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double

take

Symmetry Takes the Cake in
This Brookville, New York Kitchen
WRITTEN BY RONDA SWANEY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY RIC MARDER IMAGERY

Marie Pindus did not like her old kitchen. “It wasn’t pretty,”
she says. “the room lacked elegance and luster [and] it was time for a
refresh.” When Pindus decided that her family’s uninspired kitchen needed
to go, she brought in a team of design pros to revitalize the space: carolyn
miller of carolyn miller interiors, John starck of showcase Kitchens,
and Alan cooper of Alan cooper Architects. “i don’t think i could have
gotten through this process without all three,” says the homeowner.
the team faced some functional challenges with the space,
that needed to be re-imagined. the original island was too
long and hindered workflow; the soaring ceiling gave the room
a cavernous feel, and a large stove was installed in an awkward
location. “the stove is the heart of my kitchen and i won’t get rid of it,”
Pindus says, of the industrial-size Garland range. so although the stove
was required to stay put, the team would rethink its placement
for the new design.
in addition to keeping the stove, the homeowner had a clear vision
for the entire design. “i knew what i wanted,” says Pindus. “i looked
through magazines and found pictures of kitchens that had the feeling
i was looking for.” With those images in hand, the next step was to
speak with a kitchen designer, in this case starck, who could turn those
ideas into reality. “marie is an avid cook and had important functional
needs to address,” says starck. “early on, we establish what the client’s
thoughts, desires, and needs are. We have a wish-list session.”
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Before the redo, no one wanted to
gather around the old kitchen island, which
was too long and often unusable. Now
the double islands are such a draw that
the homeowner added more counter stools
to accommodate guests.

THIS PAGE: The islands and chandeliers aren't the only twins in this kitchen. There
are also double sinks and double dishwashers to help with food prep and cleanup.
OPPOSITE: The far end of this room was once a rarely used, walled-off den.
Removing the separating wall and opening it up to the kitchen transformed the
space into yet another cozy gathering spot.

With a room as functional as the kitchen, the wish list must
merge with practicality and good design principles. “Good form
follows function,” says starck. “you’ve got to figure out all the
functional preferences first and then address how the aesthetics
will balance to that.” He continues, “in the old space . . . the
range was off-centered, which looked odd. i recommended that
they center the range and relocate the refrigerator from the
range wall over to the left wall.”
Alan cooper, the project’s architect who has worked with
the Pindus family on this home on and off for more than twenty
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years, developed a plan to address the too-grand cathedral ceiling. He lowered the ceiling and added beams to give the impression of an underlying structure. “i made the beams intentionally
large,” says cooper. “i wanted it to seem as if they were holding
the roof up.” He continues, “i felt i needed to make the room
more intimate. the old ceiling no longer went with the space.
it needed to make a bolder statement.”
With the range centered and the beams highlighting the
room’s newfound symmetry, other complementary design
choices followed, such as two islands instead of one. “We told

marie, ‘one will be your work island and one will be your entertaining island,’—she loved the concept,” says interior designer carolyn miller.the length of the pre-existing island made
it feel like a speed bump, serving only to slow things down.
Now, the new islands aid workflow. the arrangement keeps the
space in front of the stove open and separates guests from food
prep areas while still creating a feeling of togetherness.
After jumping the primary design hurdles, it was time to add
the sparkle and beauty that Pindus wanted for the update. miller
installed a pair of modern crystal chandeliers that shimmer over
each white-marble island. “it’s a clean look but also a little formal,”
says miller of the chandeliers. “they give that touch of elegance.”
White-marble countertops, installed by Pindus’s request, also adds
elegance. marble covers both islands and the counters, and mini
subway tiles adorn the entire wall behind the stove.
Again emphasizing the room’s geometry, evenly placed rows
of nail heads add a level of interest and texture to the neutral

wall covering. more nailheads line the chenille seats of the
counter stools placed at the island meant for entertaining.
“We’re always in the kitchen. that’s the main room. We congregate [there],” says Pindus. because of this, ample seating is necessary for the family so the team installed the nearby banquette
fronted by a fifty-four-inch round table and additional chairs.
the participants in this project each harbor a favorite feature. cooper marvels at the symmetry, while starck appreciates how they were able to blend the existing range with the
modern design. miller and Pindus both favor the double islands,
yet Pindus can’t truly narrow her choice to only one feature. “i
think the two islands are my favorite thing—and the ability to
walk through them to the stove,” says the homeowner. “i love the
flow. And i love when you walk in that it has a pretty feeling. it’s
peaceful. it’s just nice.” it’s easy to understand why she has difficulty narrowing it down: how can you pick only one feature in
a room that offers double of everything?
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Where old

meets New
Designer Laura Casey Mixes the Traditional Elements
of a One-Hundred-Year-Old Bungalow with Modern Updates
WRITTEN BY BLAKE MILLER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS EDWARDS

When Laura Casey was contacted by a client in the
fall of 2009 to renovate a one-hundred-year-old bungalow in
the historic elizabeth neighborhood of charlotte, North
carolina, she thought she was in for a challenge. the homeowners were clear in what they wanted: lots of color and a
transitional look that bordered on modern—a complete
departure from the more traditional architecture of the home.
For casey, though, the difficulty didn’t lie in incorporating her
clients’ design needs into a wholly opposite aesthetic, but
rather in preserving and respecting the architectural details of
the century-old home. “to me, it’s important that people take
the principles that are true of the house and incorporate that
into the aesthetics,” she says of her initial concern that the
homeowners would turn their noses up at the idea.
luckily, casey’s clients were on board from the very
beginning. they came to her, she says, because they wanted
to find a designer who could appreciate the architecture of
the home and incorporate their flair for color with a dose of
modernity.though casey joined the project at the tail end of
a massive renovation that included adding on to the original
footprint of the home, the homeowners hired her to make
the design look seamless and to assist with picking out transitional yet timeless finishes.
For casey, the kitchen, part of the new addition, was a
place to really hone in on the architectural aesthetics of a
traditional bungalow while also mixing in pops of color and
pattern. “the clients really wanted to achieve a lighter,
younger, and more modern but still classic looking kitchen,”
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she says. “that was achieved by using a variety of materials
like different countertops [and] a colorful backsplash.”
though white kitchens are a popular option, casey
steered her clients toward darker cabinetry, adding that “you
can change [the look of the cabinetry] over time by changing
out the hardware or light fixtures, which helps keep the
kitchen updated,” she says. “but keep the countertops and
cabinets timeless.” the butcher-block island complements
the lighter marble countertop while the celadon honeycomb-pattern glass-tile backsplash adds a pop of
color to the otherwise neutral room. Hardwoods
finished to match the flooring in the original part
of the home keep with the traditional bungalow
feel that casey was intent on incorporating.
to add a bit of that modern vibe the
homeowners were looking for, casey added
drum pendants by Galbraith & Paul over the
island and grouped clear, acrylic-andsteel chairs around the homeowners'
existing traditional round pedestal dining table
in the dining area.
in the end, the homeowners were pleased
with the look that casey created for the
whole home and especially the kitchen.
“they really wanted to keep with that bungalowstyle aesthetic and add in some color and
modern accents,” she says. “And i think
we achieved that.”

A butcher-block island, glass-tile backsplash, and marble
countertops infuse this classic kitchen with modernity.
INSET: The family’s existing wood pedestal table gets an
update with Lucite chairs, and a transitional seagrass rug
makes the space more versatile.

A room

reborn
Designer Laura Hay Gives a Gaudy
Toronto Kitchen a Facelift
WRITTEN BY ASHLEY GARTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LISA PETROLE

When two Toronto homeowners decided to downsize by
moving into a 4,400-square-foot residence in west toronto’s historic
Kingsway neighborhood, they found themselves taking ownership of a
home with stately Georgian architecture and great bones. Unfortunately, the home’s existing interior design didn’t fit their personal
style—especially in the kitchen.
though the home was relatively new and the kitchen still in excellent condition at the time of their purchase, the homeowners were put
off by a design that leaned toward a formal italianate style with heavy
window treatments, ornate glazed millwork, and a dark color scheme.
“the cabinetry had a glazed painted finish and a café mocha color
palette,” says laura Hay, president and designer of l.H. decor & desiGN iNc. “the countertops were orange-and-black granite and the
fascia and island corbels were mediterranean inspired. And the light
fixture over the island included antique brass details and stained-glass
shades. if i may say, it was gaudy.”
the homeowners hired Hay to shift the kitchen design toward a new
traditional look that better matched the home’s classically proportioned
architecture and the homeowners’ modern lifestyles. Additionally, they
charged Hay with turning the dark room into a bright gathering space
that was as rich and beautiful to look at as it was functional.
When the talented toronto-based designer considered the homeowners’ requests for the 400-square-foot room, she quickly realized
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they couldn’t completely reinvent the space without spending
a small fortune. so she presented the homeowners with
an alternative option: refinish the room by removing the embellishments and changing the paint finish, hardware, countertops,
and backsplash. “i knew that by changing everything but
the cabinetry, we could create a kitchen that was distinctly
modern,” she says.
With her clients’ approval, Hay set about a refinishing
project that was well planned but not without its challenges. “A
major challenge of refinishing cabinetry is making sure that
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care and expertise is put into the work. the doors are sprayed
off-site in the shop but the frames and cabinet boxes must be
carefully painted on-site,” says Hay. “the process of spraying
sounds simple but drip marks and cracking can occur. it’s also
somewhat messy and the house has to be thoroughly protected.
in short, the homeowners needed to stay away.”
it was also difficult to remove the original countertops and
backsplash from the kitchen while keeping the cabinets structurally sound. by executing the removal with care, however,
Hay was able to replace the original countertops with

LEFT: A set of gorgeous French doors lets in ample light and frames
the kitchen and casual dining room. BELOW: The kitchen in this
Toronto home connects a casual dining space with the adjacent family
room. Designer Laura Hay used a warm modern color palette
and touches like luxury textiles to balance classic timelessness
with contemporary trendiness in both rooms.

classically elegant italian calacatta marble and install a modern
backsplash treatment in the same material without damaging
the other elements in the space.
When set against the now pristine white cabinets, the
veined-marble countertops and backsplash create a fluid, open
feel in the room and even act as built-in artwork. Additionally,
the veining of the stone set the tone for selecting the color
palette and remaining finishes for the space.
to contrast the classic beauty of the marble, Hay turned to
pieces that made use of nickel hardware like the island pendants
from robert Abbey lighting. “transitional in style, the nickel is
warm but the style is sleek,” says Hay. “it’s polarizing elements
like this that balance the design.”
Hay finished the space with fixtures and furniture that work
beautifully with the naturally inspired tone-on-tone color
scheme. those pieces include the Arteriors rittenhouse chandelier, the custom-designed white oak dining room table, and
four custom-made barstools that Hay positioned around the

redesigned island to serve as seating for casual meals. (the original split-level island had an oversize slab top that dwarfed the
dining table and felt heavy in the space; Hay revised the island
by squaring its shape, shortening its overhang, and removing
the decorative corbels so it better fit within the room.)
Finally, Hay made changes to let the light come in through
the home’s gorgeous French doors. “i simplified the window
treatments to allow as much light in as possible,” she says.
“instead of framing each set of doors with panels, i used
linen sheers on the outside lights and doors only. this
gave the sense that the drapes could in fact be drawn all the way
across [the wall].”
With plenty of natural light, ample amenities, and finishes
that fit the home’s new transitional design, the refinished
kitchen has become the social hub for the family. in the years to
come, Hay believes it will also be a standing testament to the
longevity of good design.
“When the individual components of a design are
rich and beautiful, the design is more likely to stand the
test of time,” she says. “in this kitchen, every component is of the
highest quality. this fact gives me confidence that this kitchen
will be the home of many happy family events for many
years to come.”
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Family-Friendly

and Functional
Olga Adler Creates a Classic yet
Contemporary Kitchen in a Connecticut Home
WRITTEN BY CAROLYN M. RUNYON
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN QUEENAN/JMQ ENTERPRISES

Located in a house in the coastal town of Darien,
in a community often referred to as connecticut’s “Gold
coast,” this kitchen offers a classic and timeless design. “the
1930s cape cod home belongs to a busy young family with
school-age children, so we tried to create a completely
family-oriented environment,” says olga Adler of olga Adler
interiors in Westport, connecticut. “We created kid-friendly
spaces, like a snack counter where mom can set out cereal
in the morning or after-school snacks and drinks. We also
emphasized storage and made sure to accommodate
multiple functions and purposes in the design.”
the final open kitchen is the result of an extensive renovation. “We knocked down walls and opened up the breakfast
area into the kitchen work area,” explains Adler. through the
use of an lvl (laminated veneer lumber) beam, Adler was able
to create a large open room measuring about thirty feet by
twenty feet. the breakfast room was originally a closed-in
laundry space. by adding windows and opening it to the kitchen
work area, Adler created a charming space for casual dining
that flows into the activity of the kitchen.the kitchen also opens
to the family room, producing an interactive environment.
Adler says she kept the kitchen a classic white with simple
touches of lime green. “We wanted the overall impression to
be pristine and crisp, and the accent color to be subtle and not
at all obvious,” she explains. lime is showcased in the kitchen
in the glass-tile backsplash behind the Wolf stove, and in the
breakfast room with the banquette upholstery and the pistachio-ice-cream color on the base of the designer table.
the breakfast room is centered by a custom built-in cabinet, reminiscent of a traditional vintage hutch. the upper
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glass doors and walnut ledge give it the feel of furniture,
rather than cabinetry. Adler breaks tradition in the room
by “mixing it up” with some unique accessories. A woven
rattan chandelier adds texture and a casual artsy attitude.
two clear ghost stools add a touch of whimsy as they contrast
with the classic banquette, upholstered in a lime green fabric, and a more conventional wooden chair. A less traditional
woven wood top-down shade provides privacy when the
family is eating.
the cabinets in the main work area of the kitchen
are a classic shaker style, but designed with a variety of custom
touches. drawers and doors to the left of the stainless Wolf
stove provide storage such as pull-out vertical shelves for
holding spice racks or pantry items. Above the drawers, Adler
included a warm-tone marble countertop. “the elephant
White [marble] was an almost pure white with very slight
warm-colored veins. it is very subtle and complemented the
cabinetry perfectly,” explains Adler, about the matte-honed
rather than high-gloss finish countertops.
the substantial island measures eight feet by five feet
and has a convenient bar sink. And because the homeowner
loves to bake, there is a custom hydraulic lift for a mixer and a
section of the counter that’s lower so it’s easier to roll
out dough. Juliska column pendants, crafted with handmade
glass from the czech republic, add a crystal sparkle and
practical lighting over the island.
by mixing practical and traditional form with
light-hearted touches and unconventional accessories, this
kitchen becomes a useful, comfortable, and completely
family-friendly space.

The high-gloss subway tile backsplash is
crisp white, accented by an insert of
matte- and polished-glass tile in light green.
Cabinet pulls and handles are brushed nickel
from Restoration Hardware.

Designer Laura Umansky
Infuses a Texas Home
with Moroccan Flair
Written by Maresa Giovannini
Photography by Julie Soefer

The previous homeowners of this Southampton, Texas
home had a French Country aesthetic. Designer Laura
Umanksy created an easy transition to the new Moroccan
style by keeping many of the primary finishes, including
the flooring and cabinetry in the kitchen.

nterior designer laura Umansky, president and creative director of the Houston, texas–based firm laura
U inc., spearheads the design of luxury residences and
commercial projects in all corners of the world. Although she often brings a bit of texas to her global and
contemporary interiors, in this project, she brought
international influence home to texas.
located in the southampton neighborhood of
Houston, this 3,500-square-foot residence is home to
a family of three and is playfully infused with the exotic
colors, textures, and patterns of morocco. “[the
homeowners] asked for an interior that would include
special pieces they acquired during their travels,” says
Umansky, who used an antique moroccan mirror that
the clients found on vacation as a jumping-off point for
the entire design.
From there, she focused on color. the foundation
of each room is light and airy, with neutral walls, drapery, and flooring complemented by bold cobalt furnishings and details. “i do like to incorporate carefully
chosen, high-impact pieces into every space that we
design,” says Umansky. “i think that sets us apart.” And
the cobalt accents do just that. the shade of blue is the
homeowner’s favorite and the designer introduced it
with the console in the foyer, the bed in the master, the
blue doors throughout the home, and the striking, custom sectional in the living room. “the client always
wanted a blue sofa,” says Umansky, who had this piece
finished in cotton velvet. “velvets are beautiful because
they have such deep, rich hues. cotton velvets are very
resilient and are relatively easy to clean. silk
velvets crush easily, so we tend to steer clear of
them in family rooms.”
in the family room and the other spaces in the
home, there are durable fabrics in an assortment
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OPPOSITE: The entire design was inspired by an antique Moroccan
mirror that the client found while on vacation; it eventually became
the door to the armoire in the dining room. THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE
FROM LEFT: Seating makes the outdoor space inviting to guests.
The custom blue bed in the master suite stands out in a sea
of neutral patterns. The fireplace wall in the living room is
covered in a playful chevron tile pattern.

of patterns and textures. “mixing patterns in a variety of scales
adds interest and layers,” says the designer. “We used moroccan-inspired motifs like suzanis; we also mixed in kilims as well
as more contemporary, graphic-patterned carpets for a truly
collected feel. many of the fabrics we selected are textural
solids. . . . others are tone-on-tone graphic woven fabrics, fun
patterns in a small repeat, and lots of varied stripes.”
textiles are an accessible way to introduce pattern, but
Umansky was careful to incorporate internationally inspired details with the carved furniture, columns, and tile finishes as well.
“the columns in the dining room are custom designed using
several types of tile, as you may see in an authentic moroccan
residence,” she says. Additionally, the fireplace features a
chevron tile pattern, and the walls of the kitchen and master
bath are adorned with common moroccan tile motifs.
the main living spaces are easily considered “contemporary
and collected”—the words Umansky uses to describe the
home’s aesthetic—but there are also some less expected rooms
that the designer infused with lively, international flair. off the
foyer and through the custom barn door is the office, or writer’s
room, as the clients call it. “the homeowner is a fantastic writer
and she asked for a space to feel inspired in,” explains Umansky.
Whimsical window seats and a neutral sofa offer plenty of seating for reading, while custom architectural bookshelves house
books and colorful collected items. the natural stone flooring,
which runs throughout the first and second stories, is original
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to the home yet conveniently introduces a subtle pattern that is
juxtaposed by a contemporary graphic rug.
When the homeowner isn’t working in the writer’s room,
she joins the family upstairs in the media room. Umansky converted the bonus room above the garage into a vibrant lounge
for the family. Here, chevrons and stripes live in harmony and
introduce playful energy to this family space that’s dripping
in high-impact pieces.
the outdoor room also packs a colorful punch. “this is absolutely one of our favorite outdoor spaces,” says Umansky. “exterior drapery and carpets really make this feel like another
room in the home. And it really becomes an entertaining space
that you can enjoy year-round.” carved chairs with inlays, a tiled
tabletop, and a durable patterned rug underfoot continue the
details that abound indoors. “We custom painted the benches
to be just the right shade of blue,” adds Umansky. “the mix of
teal and cobalt is refreshing and fun, too.”
both indoors and out, the three-bedroom, three-and-a-halfbathroom home reflects its foreign inspiration through the architectural details. Arched and pointed doorways, carved window
dressings, and custom built-ins are all reminiscent of the architecture in morocco. these details are highlighted and illuminated by
groups of hanging light fixtures throughout the home. metal and
glass pendants marry the materials and designs of the middle east
and are the finishing touches on this contemporary and collected
southampton moroccan masterpiece.

THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Umanksy incorporated
one-of-a-kind exotic details throughout the home including the
cut-out archway above this window seat. A traditional Moroccan
tile motif is used on the walls of the master bathroom. The benches
in the outdoor entertaining space were custom painted to
the perfect shade of blue.

Uncorked
cAliForNiA,

The Golden State Shines on the Unexpected Wine
Regions of Santa Cruz and Healdsburg

Written by Ruth Wertzberger Carlson

destiNAtioN

FROM TOP LEFT: Peter Janiak, executive chef at Seghesio Winery, discusses Italian recipes with owner Ed Seghesio. It seems that
everyone in the Santa Cruz Mountains claims title to some of Paul Masson’s French grapes; the Savannah-Channelle Vineyards makes sure
visitors know about their historical vines with this sign. Mike Ballard, owner of Savannah-Chanelle Vineyards, says that he never realized
the details involved in operating a vineyard when he worked in the high-tech industry. Oenophiles are anxious to go back to school when
it includes lesson plans such as the one detailed on the blackboard at the Burrell School Vineyards & Winery.
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“t

his is the original wine country,” remarked dave
moulton as he gazed over his vines that seemingly
race down the santa cruz mountainside to meet
the white caps on monterey bay. He should know. He’s the
“principal” and winemaker for the burrell school vineyards &
Winery.the name derives from a little red schoolhouse located
next door to the tasting room. All wine students, regardless of
whether they’ve misbehaved or not, are encouraged to write,
“i promise to sip my wine,” on the tasting room’s chalkboard in
their native tongues. And it would take the United Nations to
decipher the multitude of languages.
located on the loma Prieta fault line, the burrell school
and its neighbors are shaking things up without an earthquake.
they’re reminding wine aficionados that before Napa became
an international destination, the santa cruz mountains were
the place to go for wine that’s never sold before
its time, as orson Welles once promised in the famed
Paul masson wine commercials.
luminaries like charlie chaplin, Ansel Adams, and John
steinbeck who visited Paul masson’s chateau in saratoga in the
early 1900s, nicknamed him the champagne King of california.
Now called the mountain Winery, the chateau is a favorite
spot with venture capitalists, high-tech execs, and politicians
who come to see celebrities like bill cosby, boz scaggs, and
the beach boys perform in the amphitheater. the education
that visitors began at the burrell school continues at the mountain Winery University—their wine club that offers classes like
how to pair wine with sushi!
masson had such a lasting impact on neighboring wineries
that today, they still boast of possessing vine clippings he
brought back from France.
savannah-channelle vineyards is one of the wineries claiming
heritage to these vines. owner mike ballard, who named the
vineyard and winery after his two daughters, says wineries in the
santa cruz mountains are popular because they’re off the beaten
track. there are no gimmicks like trams ferrying passengers up
and down vineyards, and it’s rare to spot a tourist bus.
Arriving via horseback is more common than stretch limos at
the nearby cooper-Garrod estate vineyards. Horse stables are
right next door to the tasting room that is a small wooden building, formerly used to dry fruit when silicon valley was known as
thevalley of the Heart’s delight for its apricot and prune orchards.
bill cooper leads a “Walk with the Winemaker” the first
saturday of every month and those who want to go it alone

can explore the organic Wine trail featuring four wineries in
the santa cruz mountains.
Wine fanciers aren’t satisfied with rediscovering one wine
region in california; they’re also moving north and exploring
the sonoma county town of Healdsburg.
like santa cruz, most of the wineries here are small and
owned by the same families for generations. ed seghesio is the
third generation at the seghesio Family vineyards, and at
eighty-six years old he isn’t slowing down. He started working
in the vineyards at the age of twelve and he’s still in the fields
every day because he says he lives with the vines, and that
"Good wine starts in the vineyards." you can often catch him
in the tasting room sampling his product and chatting with visitors from around the world.
With seghesio’s bocce ball court, outdoor pizza oven, and
dinner and wine served at the family table, it feels like you’re
visiting their home.
A few blocks away, the Healdsburg town square is a one-stop
shop for those who love wine but don’t have time to visit farflung vineyards. more than twenty tasting rooms surround the
park, ranging from well-known brands such as KendallJackson and clos du bois, to smaller family-run wineries. this
town is so wine-centric it’s even home to the sonoma county
Wine library—really!
Where To Stay:
Hotel Healdsburg: www.hotelhealdsburg.com
Saratoga Oaks Lodge: www.saratogaoakslodge.com
Hotel Valencia: www.hotelvalencia-santanarow.com

When you want to test your pairing prowess, you’re in luck.
San Francisco Chronicle just included two Healdsburg
restaurants—mateo’s cocina latina and bravas bar de tapas—
in its list of top 100 bay Area restaurants.
if you fancy yourself a cook, you can learn to prepare
regional produce at sHed. it’s a wine bar, pantry, and
larder in one. you can take home local products
including polenta from the sHed mill that grinds local
farmers’ wheat and flour.
it’s clear there is a second Gold rush occurring in
california. oenophiles are not deterred by mountains or valleys
in their quest to discover unique wine gems, and there’s never
a bad season to enjoy this passion. Going back to past wine
destinations is the clearly the future.
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Alan cooper Architect, Pllc
roslyn, New york
516-487-6000
www.alancooperarchitect.com

28 Where Old Meets New
laura casey interiors, llc
charlotte, North carolina
704-333-6523
www.lauracaseyinteriors.com

october|November|2013
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36 An Ornate Oasis
laura U, inc.
Houston, texas
713-522-0855
www.laurauinteriordesign.com

Photography by Julie Soefer.

Resources

30 A Room Reborn
l.H. decor & desiGN iNc.
toronto, ontario
416-464-7785
www.decoranddesign.ca

Sharon Medairy, Realtor®
BRE# 10885305
Real Estate Source, Inc.
1552K Beach Street
Oakland, Ca 94608
Near Ikea & Pixar
510-517-9969
sharon@medairy.net

